Mary Prado
Embrace, KISS & Let Go
Mary Prado. Does that name ring a bell? You may be right.
In the mid nineties this lady made dance records with the producers of
the European dance act 2Unlimited. With the songs I Get Up and Deep
Inside Of Me she hit the charts in Australia, Scandinavia and Japan. Since
then she has been the leading singer in one of the most popular cover
bands in the Randstad, Netherlands, called Driftkickers.
In recent years Maria del Carmen Prado Balboa, a Spanish native, born
and raised in Rotterdam, felt the need to make a very personal album
with songs written by herself and stories about the ups and downs in
her life. Compositions such as Beautiful Dark Side, Could Have Been and
Can Forgive Not Forget speak volumes. In the studio of producer
Sebastiaan Brouwer (Isabelle Amé and Kelvin Muis, a.o.) Embrace, KISS
& Let Go was accomplished. A beautiful collection of original songs with
a strong contemporary sound. Expressive, personal and in an
international manner.
Mary Prado has proven for many years that she keeps her ground on
stage. So she does with this album with a variety of songs, soul ballads
and smashing rock songs. With a hint of electro pop this album is
surprisingly in line with her dance tracks from the nineties. All lines of
Mary’s life come together in Embrace, KISS & Let Go.
The first single-cd is Mama, again a personal song about the changing
nature of the relationship between a mother and child during the course
of years. The song is accompanied by a beautiful video in which mothers
and their children participated. A wonderful prelude to Mother's Day on
May 11, 2014.

Mary Prado
Embrace, KISS & Let Go
1. Beautiful Dark Side
2. Now It's Gone
3. Mama
4. Could Have Been
5. She Says
6. Let Me Go
7. Can Forgive Not Forget
8. Open Doors
9. The Key
10. Words
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